This paper investigates the function and formation of spatial language involving landmarks. We argue for two points. First, landmarks have an important function in spatial language. Agents that can use different landmarks and express their choice perform better than agents who cannot. Second, the use of landmarks has a positive effect on evolving systems of spatial relations. Agents that have the cognitive ability for using landmarks and agents that can express their choice of landmark are more successful in building spatial relation systems than those without. Based on this evidence the paper hypothesizes potential stages in the evolution of spatial language. Communicative success and in combination with environmental conditions can be driving forces for agents to go from a stage without landmarks to systems that allow arbitrary objects to be used as landmarks.
Introduction
A primary function of spatial language is to locate objects in spatial environments.
Here is an example of a locative phrase from German.
(1) der the.NOM
The diversity of strategies is something that comes as no surprise to people studying spatial language across cultures (Levinson & Wilkins, 2006; Levinson, 2003) . But many questions remain about the evolutionary mechanics of spatial language. Recently, a number of attempts are made at explaining the evolution of aspects of spatial language such as toponyms (Schulz et al., 2006) , the role of perspective -"me" and "you" - (Steels & Loetzsch, 2008) , the origins of conceptualizatian strategies (Spranger, 2011b) and grammar (Spranger et al., 2010) . In this paper we focus on the role of landmarks including perspective but also inanimate objects. We follow standard methodology for evolutionary explanations (Tinbergen, 1963) applied to the cultural level (Steels, 2006) . We use language games to study the cultural origins of spatial language. Two robots from a population are interacting in a shared environment and are trying to draw each others attention to objects in the vicinity using language. The set-up is exemplarily shown in Figure 1 . The environment consists of a number of blocks of equal size and color (circles), a box (rectangle) and the interlocutors (arrows). The vision system of each robot tracks objects in the vicinity and establishes a model of the environment consisting of blocks (circles) with real-valued distances and orientations of objects with respect to the body of the robot.
Spatial Language Games
The environment is open-ended. New blocks, boxes and robots are added or removed and their spatial configuration changed.
1. Each agent perceives the environment after both have established a joint attentional frame (Tomasello, 1995) .
3. The hearer looks up which relation is associated with the utterance and also tries to look up words for landmarks in memory. He examines the context to find out whether there is a unique object which satisfies the spatial relation with respect to the landmark. The hearer then points to this object.
4. The speaker checks whether the hearer points to T . If the hearer pointed correctly the game is a success and the speaker signals this outcome to the hearer. If the game is a failure, the speaker points to the topic T .
There is a lot to say about processing machinery necessary for making these games work. For this paper, we have developed techniques and operational models that allow agents to flexibly and autonomously conceptualize spatial reality and express these conceptualizations in situated interactions (Spranger, 2011a) .
The Function of Landmarks in Spatial Language
We can use language games to quantify the function of landmarks in spatial language with respect to communicative success. For this we equip agents with different language and conceptualization strategies and measure their performance in multi-agent simulations. In all populations agents are using projective spatial relations equivalent to English "front", "back", "left" and "right". The relations are defined as a similarity functions which are computed from the difference in angles between an object and the prototypical angle of the category (Spranger, 2011a) . We compare 5 populations.
egocentric (ego) Agents use a single spatial relation in each utterance which is always interpreted egocentric to each robot. For instance, if the speaker conceptualizes "left" to refer to an object, the hearer will interpret the relation from his perspective.
perspective, unmarked (pp, um) Agents use the perspective of themselves but also of the other robot (similar to Steels & Loetzsch, 2008) . Upon hearing the term "left" the hearer retrieves the best possible interpretation taking into consideration his own and the other robot's perspective on the environment. Similarly, the speaker might use an utterance such as "left" but refer to a position left of the hearer rather than left of himself.
perspective, marked (pp, m) Agents are using different perspectives but also clearly marking which perspective was used. For example, the speaker might say "left you" to indicate spatial relation and perspective.
landmarks, unmarked (lm, um) This population can use perspective (robots) and allocentric landmarks (the box), in conceptualizing reality. They do not communicate which object was used. landmarks, marked (lm, m) Same population as landmarks, unmarked. But, agents express which landmark they use in all utterances.
Figure 2 shows communicative performance of each population in different experimental conditions. Each condition consists of many spatial situations, each of which include two robots and blocks whose positions change. But, the conditions differ in whether a box is present or the average number of objects and the typical perspective of robots (see Figure 3) . Clearly, the results show that agents capable of using different perspectives and landmarks perform better in communication than agents without. The effect increases the more objects are in each spatial context and the more the viewpoints of the interlocutors on the scene diverge. This is because agents which use different landmarks are much more flexible. They have more choice of relationlandmark pairs and often can choose one that fits best or better for discrimination. There are three important observations. First, if the environment is simple and agents have a similar perspective on the scene, it is sufficient to use egocentric interpretation of phrases. Second, the best strategy is to use any landmark possible (both robots and allocentric landmarks). Third, marking which landmark or perspective was used always outperforms the unmarked case in which agents use different landmarks but cannot express them.
The unmarked populations are interesting because they effectively show possible and maybe necessary intermediate evolutionary steps between a purely egocentric spatial language strategy and one that allows landmarks to be used and expressed. To develop a full-blown landmark systems, agents have to go through an unmarked stage where using a particular object as landmark is possible.
The Formation of Spatial Relation Systems and Landmarks
Previous work has shown how agents can culturally evolve lexical systems of spatial relations (Spranger, 2011a) . Here, we apply these insights and study the effect of landmarks on such systems. We re-use the populations introduced in the previous section. All spatial relations (and terms) are removed from agents and instead they are provided with the following language change operators, Invention Speakers invent new spatial terms and categories when they cannot discriminate a topic T from the context.
Adoption Upon hearing an unknown term the hearer uses the information from the speaker's pointing to learn not only the term but also the spatial relation the speaker might have used.
Alignment Invention and adoption happen in single interactions and it takes time for the new relations and terms to spread. Alignment operators orchestrate the gradual coordination of linguistic knowledge in the population. Agents continuously update their internal representations (Garrod & Doherty, 1994 ) by changing category representations, i.e. prototypical angles, over time and by rewarding and punishing categories and words based on success in interactions. Figure 4 shows the dynamics of these operators over time. Agents start without spatial relations and spatial terms. Gradually they invent and align their linguistic repositories. At the same time the population becomes more successful in communication. Figure 5 compares different populations in a number of experimental conditions (same as used earlier). When agents do not have the means to use landmarks they fail in developing successful systems of spatial relations (if the environment is complex). Again the populations which can express the landmark they are using are outperforming agents which cannot. Agents which can use the full scope of landmarks (me/you/box) available in scenes outperform those which can only use perspective (me/you) which outperform those that can only use an egocentric strategy. Notice, how landmark, unmarked performs worse than the perspective, unmarked. The reason is that, upon hearing a new term agents have to adopt it using a particular landmark. This decision is essentially random, because agents were given no other means of deciding. The landmark, unmarked population has more landmarks to choose from. Therefore, agents are more likely to choose wrong. This makes clear that intermediary stages are necessary and that perspective strategies are suitable intermediaries.
Lastly, Figure 6 shows that agents can evolve a system of spatial relations while at the same time evolving a lexicon for expressing which landmark was used. The following is an example utterance one agent in such a population uttered . This population forms a system of projective spatial relations and words for marking perspective and landmarks. There are three the difference between the average number of words (# constructions) and the average number of spatial relations (# categories).
after 5000 interactions.The agent is using a category that he developed which behaves similarly to "left".
(2) wutobe box taketo category-12 'to the left of the box'.
Discussion and Outlook
The experimental evidence presented in this paper suggests two important points. First, the function of landmarks in spatial language can be defined in terms of communicative success. Landmarks enable agents to communicate successfully about spatially distributed objects. Second, necessary stages for the evolution of spatial language such as unmarked conceptualization strategies are possible. It is obvious that before a landmark can be expressed or marked in language it must have a particular function in conceptualization. The question is whether such an initially unmarked case does lead to higher success so that the intermediate stage is sustainable. In the experiments, unmarked populations are performing better than the egocentric-only populations which shows that they are sustainable. Furthermore, marking of landmarks outperforms both the unmarked and the egocentric case. Judging from the results, perspective is another possible intermediary between egocentric systems and full landmark systems.
Communicative success is not the only area where use of landmarks can have positive effects. Steels and Loetzsch (2008) , for instance, argue for the impact of perspective marking on cognitive effort which is the amount of processing required on the side of the hearer. The same argument also holds for the systems presented in this paper but it was omitted for space reasons.
Spatial language does not evolve in a vacuum. Rather the interaction of strategies described in this paper with other strategies such as toponyms, but also the interaction of different syntactic strategies (see Levinson & Wilkins, 2006 for an overview of different strategies) are important for understanding why particular strategies are present in one language but not in others. These are issues which certainly merit exploration and remain to be studied.
